
Every single color has its own different vibration. The vibration of the color green is
important for abundance. Green is also important for healing, and you may know, if
you connect with different angels, that emerald green color is very strongly
connected with Archangel Raphael, our healing angel.  It's also connected to money
and attracting abundance. Well, think about it for a minute...it's like that
abundance coming to you is healing in a sense, isn't it? It's helping to release
stress, it's releasing debt, it's releasing fear. It's helping to heal you so that you
don't have to worry about those things that you shouldn't be spending your time
worrying about. When we slip into that fear mode, we start to stress about money.
We start to stress about the bills, and how we're going to pay for things. We block
that abundance from coming through. When we focus on the green energy, it heals
away those barriers. It releases those blocks, and opens up the doors for
abundance to come toward you.  The key is -  to be open to receive as well as
setting an intention. 

ATTRACTING ABUNDANCE WITH COLOR

Wearing the color green!!
You can also attract abundance by

wearing green colored clothing, or if
green is not your favorite color, you

could always wear it as an accent or by
wearing green jewellery or carrying

your favorite green crystal.  

Visualizing the color green!!
Another simple thing you can do is
place a green candle on your desk.
Even if you are not able to burn the
candle, simply by looking at it and

bringing the energy of the color into
your thoughts, will help to attract

abundance.

Eating the color green!!
Did you know that food and beverages

carry the energy of the color green?
Fresh herbs from the garden can be

added to your meals when preparing
them. Green tea is also an excellent

source of green energy. 

THREE SIMPLE WAYS TO BRING GREEN INTO YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE


